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there is literally nothing you can say that will end this more quickly or more leniently no matter what the cops intimate • they have
only 3 goals here: info to destroy you (they know what this is & you
don’t—no matter how expert you feel); info to destroy other people (same); and to fuck with you • that’s it. those are the only outcomes from talking • also it will annoy them if you shut the fuck up
and that is satisfying so do your best to enjoy this, silence is golden.
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“am i being detained?”

the entirety of what to say if you are
stopped by the police at a demo

pro tips: if the cops ask to search anything (yr person, bag, car)
even if you are sure it’s empty ask if they have a warrant & repeat
that you don’t consent to any searches, ask for a lawyer, & #stfu.
• while being detained & arrested are slightly different — you can only be
arrested w/ a warrant or “probable cause” while you can be detained for
“reasonable suspicion”—they should be treated the same • in either case
if you get to the “am i free to go” part, try walking away calmly as you say it
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